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Editorials
The Dunkel Draft-A

Prescription for Disaster

Arthur Dunkel, Director-General of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), has drafted an agreement, which if accepted by India, will
mean disaster for our drug industry and cause severe damage to our healthcare
system. To understand what it is and what we have to lose, we must first understand what the current position is and what alterations the First World (through
Dunkel) wants.
The Indian Patents Act 1970 excludes from patentability a wide variety of
items, including medicines, which have a direct bearing on the public interest. In
India, process not product patent is the norm. This means that Indian scientists,
laboratories and entrepreneurs can develop process technologies to produce
the same product through modified processes without paying royalty. Process
patents are granted for a period of five years from the date of grant, or seven
years from the date of application, whichever is shorter. The Act also provides
for compulsory licensing of every patented substance on expiry of three years
from the date of granting the patent, which means that the government is
empowered to revoke the patent if the patented product is not available at
reasonable prices, or does notfiilfil public interest requirements. According to
this Act, the onus of proving violation of patents is on the holder of the patent
who makes the accusation and not on the accused.
Multinationals still control about 78% of drug production in India, but the
Patents Act has been of considerable help in the development of Indian drug
companies which account for the production of more than 80% of life-saving
and bulk drugs and for export of drugs worth Rs 64 million. The multinationals,
on the other hand, prefer to make expensive formulations because of their
higher profit return. There are nearly 60 000 such formulations and nearly
80% have been declared non-essentialandirrationalby
the World Health
OrganizatipIL',
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The Dunkel Draft expects. us to entirely reverse our Patents Act. In the
section on Trade Related IntellectualProperty
Rights.(TRIPS), it asks that
patent production should beextended not only to processes but also to products
for twenty years.This me~ns that once a drug is patented, an Indian company
cannot make it; evenbyits own independently discovered process, without
paying royalty.' This will make already expensive medicines completely
unaffordable. The system of compulsory licensing and the right to revoke
patents in specific cases which, at least in theory, providesome check on the
drug industry, are to be dispensed with, In 1990, the hearings before the Subcommittee on Health and Environment of the US House of Representatives
disclosed that over 19 multinationals in 62 documented cases knowingly
created health hazards, resulting in over 88000 serious injuries and deaths since
1970, We are expected to forego any right to regulate their products,
Moreover, the onus of proof will be on the accused to prove he is not guilty of
violating the patent laws, something which attacks the fundamental basis of
our legal system-that an accused person is presumed to be innocent until:
proved guilty,
The First World has justified these' demands on the following grounds:
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1. That unless such protection is given there will be no incentive to produce
new drugs.
2. That patent piracy has made drug manufacturing unprofitable and makes it
impossible to recover research and development costs, thereby hindering
the discovery of new drugs.
The truth however is different. As far back as 1961, the Kefauver Subcommittee
of the US Senate had shown that drugs discovered in countries without product
patents far outnumbered those discovered in countries with such protection in
the ratio of 10:1. It has been shown that research and development costs are
recovered within three years. As for profitability, the percentage return on
capital employed by 11 foreign companies in 1983 in India were: Glaxo 15%,
Ciba-Geigy 11%, Pfizer 16%, Burroughs 15%, German Remedies 22%,
Cyanamid 16%, Parke-Davis 13%, Merck 19%, Roche 28%, Abbott
Laboratories 14% and Searle 12%.
Lest one should expect drug multinationals to act with restraint and responsibility once such protection is guaranteed, it is salutary to remember their history. Between 1947 and 1957,99% of 1704 drugs and pharmaceutical patents in
India were held by foreign citizens and less than 1% were commercially
exploited. This situation was changed by the Indian Patents Act 1970. The
Dunkel Draft seeks to revert to pre-1970 days, which means that many drugs
will not be available in India if the patent-holder refuses to make them and as
such no one else will be allowed to.
Ivan Illich has pointed out in Limits to Medicine that the prices of drugs are
manipulated heavily. A drug that sells for $ 2 in Chicago or Geneva may sell for
$ 12 in a Third World country where it does not face competition. The mark up
is sometimes incredible-$ 40 worth of diazepam packed and branded sells for
140 times as much. The prices charged by multinationals are on an average
350% higher in India than in the West. In the early 1970s, even the British
Government discovered that Roche Products-a
British subsidiary of
Hoffmann-La Roche-was charging the parent company as much as $ 925 and
$ 2305 per kg for ingredients used to make the patented tranquillizers librium
(chlordiazepoxide) and valium (diazepam) respectively. In Italy, where these
drugs did not enjoy patent protection, they were selling for $ 22.5 and $ 50 per
kg respectively. The British Monopolies Commission ordered Roche to cut
its prices for these drugs by 60% and 75% and to refund $ 27.5 million for
overcharging.
If India succumbs under pressure to sign the Dunkel Draft, most drugs will
become prohibitively expensive and some like the much needed antituberculous
and anti leprosy drugs will simply not be available. The Dunkel Draft will deal
a death-blow not only to the Indian drug industry but also to millions of Indian
patients. Squeezed on the one hand by the present cuts in welfare measures,
and on the other by the ridiculously high costs of drugs, the common man may
have to give up and just die. Healthcare workers must strive to see that this
does not happen arid we must force our government to dump the Dunkel Draft.
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